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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the separation and dereverber-
ation performance of frequency domain Blind Source Sep-
aration (BSS) based on Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) by measuring impulse responses of a system. Since
ICA is a statistical method, i.e., it only attempts to make
outputs independent, it is not easy to predict what is going
on in a BSS system physically. We therefore investigate
the detailed components in the processed signals of a whole
BSS system from a physical and acoustical viewpoint. In
particular, we focus on the direct sound and reverberation
in the target and jammer signals. As a result, we reveal that
the direct sound of a jammer can be removed and the re-
verberation of the jammer can be reduced to some degree
by BSS, while the reverberation of the target cannot be re-
duced. Moreover, we show that a long frame length causes
pre-echo noise, and this damages the quality of the sepa-
rated signal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Blind Source Separation (BSS) is a technique that sepa-
rates and extracts target signals only from mixture signals
observed without using information on the characteristics
of the source signals and the acoustic system [1, 2]. Most
BSS algorithms are considerably effective for instantaneous
(non-convolutive) mixtures of signals, and some attempts
have been made to apply BSS to signals mixed in convolu-
tive environments [3, 4]. However, it has also been pointed
out that a sufficient performance cannot be obtained in envi-
ronments with long reverberation where the filter lengths of
the mixing and unmixing systems are on the order of thou-
sands or higher [5, 6].

In this paper, we examine the performance of a separa-
tion system obtained by frequency domain BSS. We focus
our attention on the power of (1) the direct sound of the tar-
get signal, (2) the reverberation of the target signal, (3) the
direct sound of the jammer signal, and (4) the reverberation
of the jammer signal, and evaluate each power separately.

As a result, it is shown that frequency domain BSS based
on ICA can remove the direct sound and reduce the rever-
beration of the jammer signal, while it hardly ever reduces
the reverberation of the target signal.

2. FREQUENCY DOMAIN BSS OF
CONVOLUTIVE MIXTURES

When the source signals are �������
	���������� ), the signals
observed by microphone � are ���
���
	�����������	 , and the
unmixed signals are � � ���
	���������� 	 , the model can be
described by the following equations:
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where
* �+� is the impulse response from source � to micro-

phone � , 3 �5� is the coefficient when the unmixing system7
is assumed as an FIR filter, and the operator , denotes

convolution.
In this paper, we consider a two-input, two-output con-

volutive BSS problem, i.e., � = � = 2 (Fig. 1). In addition,
it is assumed that �8(
�5�
	 is separated to �9(
�5�
	 , and ��:;���
	 is
separated to �8:<���
	 .

Because it is possible to convert a convolutive mixture
in the time domain into an instantaneous mixture in the fre-
quency domain, frequency domain BSS is effective for sep-
arating signals mixed in a reverberant environment.

Using a = -point short-time Fourier transform for (1), we
obtain >

�5?@61AB	$#BCD�5?E	�FG��?H6+AI	+J (3)

We assume that the following separation has been com-
pleted in a frequency bin ? :K ��?H61AB	$# 7 ��?G	

>
��?H6+AI	+6 (4)
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Fig. 1. Model of BSS system

where

>
�5?@61AB	 # L M ( ��?H6+AI	+6+M : �5?@61AB	ONQP is the

observed signal in frequency bin ? ,
K �5?@61AB	 #LSR-(T��?@61AB	16UR4:;��?H61AB	QNOP is the estimated source signal, and7 ��?E	 represents the unmixing matrix.
7 �5?E	 is deter-

mined so that R!(
��?H6+AI	 and R<:;�5?@61AB	 become mutually in-
dependent. The above calculations are carried out for each
frequency independently.

For the calculation of unmixing matrix
7

, we use an
optimization algorithm based on the minimization of the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [7, 8]. The optimal

7
is ob-

tained by using the following iterative equation:7 �'V)( # 7 �-W (5)X L diag ��Y[ZH� K 	 KB\^] 	-_`Y�ZH� K 	 K \^] N 7 �
where Y�a ] denotes the averaging operator, � is used to express
the value of the � -th step in the iterations, and X is the step
size parameter. In addition, we define the nonlinear functionZH�+a�	 as

ZH� K 	b# �� WIced Re f Khg W � �� Wiced Im f Kjg (6)

where Re � K 	 and Im � K 	 are the real and imaginary parts
of
K

, respectively.
In general, it is necessary to solve the permutation prob-

lem and scaling problem when ICA is used. In our experi-
ment, the effect of the permutation problem was negligible
and so we did not coordinate the permutation. The problem
of scaling was solved by adjusting the power of the target
signal in the output signal to 0 dB.

3. EVALUATION METHOD

The performance of BSS is usually evaluated by the ratio
of a target-originated signal to a jammer-originated signal.
This measure is reasonable for evaluating the separation
performance, but is unsuitable for evaluating the derever-
beration performance because of its inability to distinguish
the direct sound and reverberation. Since we want to know
the detailed components in separated signals, i.e., the direct
sound and reverberation of the target and jammer, we take
the following procedure,
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Fig. 2. Definitions of measurement factors.

(1) estimate unmixing matrix
7 ��?G	 for each frequency.

(2) by using IFFT, transform frequency domain unmixing
matrix

7 ��?G	 to time domain unmixing filter 3 �5� ���
	 .
(3) while driving with the impulse as a source signal,

measure four impulse responses, from � ( to � ( , � (
to � : , � : to � ( , and � : to � : .

(4) investigate the four impulse responses in detail and
compare them to the responses of a null beamformer
(NBF).

3.1. Definitions of performance measurement factors

We evaluate the performance of unmixing system in time
domain. We consider a separated signal � ( , target signal � ( ,
and jammer signal � : . When the target � ( is an impulse k<���
	
and the jammer � : #�l , we call the observed signal � ( as� (nmT( [Fig. 2(a)], and � ( as � (nmo( [Fig. 2(b)]. Similarly, when� ( #�l and � : #pk4�5�
	 , we call � ( as � (nmq: , and � ( as � (nm1:
[Fig. 2(c)]. � (rmo( is an impulse response from � ( to � ( by the
mixing system C , and � (nmT( is an impulse response from � (
to � ( by the whole system

7 a5C . These are calculated by
using

* ��� and 3 ��� as follows.

�b(nmT(s# * ([( (7)� (nmq: # * (t: (8)�9(nmo(u# 3 ([($, * ([( W 3 (t:H, * :"( (9)� (nm1: # 3 ([( , * (t:vW 3 (t: , * :�: (10)

From the viewpoint of source separation, we can consider� (nmo( as the direct and reverberant sound of target � ( , and� (nm1: as the remaining sound of jammer � : .
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Fig. 3. Layout of the room used in experiments. Reverbera-
tion time = 300 ms.

To simplify the evaluation, we normalize
* �+� so that the

power of the observed signals � (rmo( and � (nm1: is equal to 0
dB, and make the following definitions (Fig. 2).wix-y[z : the power of the reverberant sound in � (nmT( ,wix P z : the power of the reverberant sound in �{(nmo( ,wix-| : the power of � (rm1: .
We also define the reduction of the reverberation of target
signal } P and the reduction of jammer signal } | as follows

} P # _~� x P z _ x-y[z 	 (11)} | # _ x�| J (12)

4. EXPERIMENTS

In order to examine what is separated by an unmixing sys-
tem based on ICA, and what remains as noise, we inves-
tigated impulse responses of a system. In frequency do-
main BSS, it has been confirmed that the separation perfor-
mance changes according to the length of the frame [6], so
we chose the frame length and the frame shift as parameters.

4.1. Conditions for the experiments

The layout of the room we used to measure the impulse re-
sponses of the mixing system C is shown in Fig. 3. The
reverberation time of the room was 300 ms, which corre-
sponds to impulse response of 2400 taps at 8 kHz sampling
rate. We used a two-element array with inter-element spac-
ing of � cm. The speech signals arrived from two directions,
i.e., _.�8l�� and �8l�� . The contribution of the direct sound of* ([( and

* :e( was 6.6 dB, and that of
* (t: and

* :[: was 5.7
dB.

Two sentences spoken by two male speakers selected
from the ASJ continuous speech corpus for research were
used as the source signals. The lengths of these mixed
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Fig. 4. Target and jammer impulse responses of NBF and
ICA

speech signals were about eight seconds each. We used the
entire eight seconds of the mixed data for learning accord-
ing to (5).

In these experiments, we changed the frame length =
from 32 to 4096 and investigated the performance for each
condition. The sampling rate was 8 kHz, and analysis win-
dow was a Hamming window. The frame shift � was =~�o�
and =~�o�8� , which correspond to double and 32 times over-
sampling.

The number of iterations for (5) was 100, except when��#�=~�o� and =p# 1024, 2048, and 4096, where the itera-
tion was stopped at 70, 30, and 20, respectively, because a
deterioration of the performance was observed.

4.2. Experimental results

Figures 4(a) and (c) show examples of impulse responses� (nmo( and � (nmq: of the unmixing system obtained by a null
beamformer (NBF) that forms a steep null directivity pat-
tern towards a jammer under the assumption of the jammer’s
direction being known. Figures 4(b) and (d) are results ob-
tained by ICA.

For the target signal, we can see that the reverberation
passes the system in both cases (NBF and ICA) in Figs. 4(a)
and (b). Figure 4(c) shows that the direct sound of the jam-
mer is removed, but the reverberation is not removed by
NBF, as expected. On the other hand, Fig. 4(d) indicates
that ICA not only removes the direct sound, but also reduces
the reverberation of the jammer.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the frame
length = and the reduction ratios } P and } | defined by
(11) and (12). } P ( and } | ( are } P and } | when the tar-
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Fig. 5. Relationship between frame length and reduction
ratio.

get signal is �<( . } P : and } | : are results when the target
signal is ��: . Figures 5(a) and (b) show results by ICA when��#�=~�o� and ��#�=~�o�8� , respectively. For the sake of
comparison, the performance of NBF is shown in Fig. 5(c).

Note that these results are measured by the power of
impulse responses, and differ from the noise reduction rate
(NRR) [6] measured by using a speech signal having a
highly colored spectrum. Our results indicate seemingly
better values than the NRR of the speech signal. For ex-
ample, the reduction ratio } | ( = 15.8 dB and } | : = 12.6 dB
(=�#��8l8�8��6U��#I=~�o� ) correspond to about 11 dB and 8 dB
in the case of NRR, and } | ( = 19.5 dB and } | : = 16.6 dB
(=�#��8l8�8��6U��#�=~�o�8� ) correspond to about 14 dB and 9
dB of NRR.
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Fig. 6. Jammer impulse response of BSS system

5. DISCUSSION

First, we discuss the jammer reduction ratio } | . When=�����8� , the reduction performance of BSS is as poor as
that of NBF, and when �8�8���=�i�8l8�8� , the reduction ratio
increases. In the case of =p#��8l8��� , ��#�=~�o�8� , } | ( =19.5
dB, } | : =16.6 dB. This is greater than the contribution of
the direct sound, i.e., 6.6 dB and 5.7 dB. This means that
the unmixing system by ICA can reduce not only the direct
sound of the jammer but also the reverberant sound of the
jammer. In addition, comparing the results of ��#�=~�o�
and �D#�=^�T�8� [Figs. 5(a) and (b)], we can see that over-
sampling improves the jammer reduction ratio. However, as
we describe later, the reverberation is not eliminated com-
pletely.

On the other hand, the reduction ratio of the reverber-
ation of target } P is low, and does not vary through the
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Fig. 7. Target impulse response of BSS system

entire frame length = . This means that dereverberation was
not achieved for the target signal.

From these results, it can be concluded that
7

is not the
approximation of the inverse system of C , but a filter that
can eliminate the jammer signal.

It has been pointed out that early reflections of the jam-
mer signal are removed by BSS [9]. We obtained a slightly
stronger result that not only the early reflections but also
the reverberation of the jammer signal is reduced to some
degree. The reason for this is that frequency domain BSS
is equivalent to two sets of frequency domain adaptive mi-
crophone arrays, i.e., Adaptive Beamformers (ABF), which
adapt to minimize the jammer signal including reverbera-
tion in the mean square error sense [10].

Finally, we show the reason why the reduction ratio of
jammer signal } | declines when = is too long. Figure 6
shows the jammer signal’s impulse response � (nm1: , when =

= 512, 2048, and 4096. The best performance is obtained
when = = 2048. In the case of = = 512, the length of the
unmixing system is much shorter than the length of the re-
verberation; accordingly, the reverberation longer than the
frame cannot be reduced at all. On the other hand, when= = 4096, which is longer than the reverberant time, the
unmixing system can wholly cover the reverberation, but
because each tap of the filter has errors that derive from the
statistical method of ICA.

When the filter length becomes longer, the number of
coefficients to be estimated increases while the number of
data for learning in each frequency bin decreases. As a re-
sult, the amount of estimation errors escalates. Moreover,
the pre-echo noise grows, and this causes the performance
to fall.

The target signal’s impulse response �-(rmo( is shown in
Fig. 7. As we have described previously, the reverberation
is not removed. Furthermore, the target signal still suffers
from a pre-echo noise, and this damages the quality of the
separated target signal.

6. CONCLUSION

We investigated the performance of an unmixing system ob-
tained by frequency domain BSS based on ICA using the
impulse responses of target and jammer signals.

As a result, we revealed that ICA not only removes the
direct sound of the jammer signal, but also reduces the re-
verberation, while the reverberation of the target is not re-
duced.

The jammer reduction performance increases as the
frame length becomes longer. However, an overly long
frame length decreases the performance due to accumulat-
ing errors. The performance of the target dereverberation
does not depend on the frame length and is as poor as that
of NBF.
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